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The bottom half of all my prints are blurry, the user complains about the support of pilot fish. He orders interchangeable drums for the printer, but that doesn't help. There is also no new printer. So she goes to her desk and asks her to print something. When the paper starts to emerge, says
fish, she yankes it off the printer and says, See what I mean? Heavy! The user asks it pi-lot fish to replace this small company backup software with a version that works with writable CDs. But why? The old solution worked perfectly, says fish, But every day she saved daily backups to a
removable hard drive, and the secretary took him home at night. She told me that the hard drive weighed too much in her purse. Notes, Shmotes, I want Lotus! The CEO tells the IT director that he wants to change from Novell GroupWise to Lotus because he is more familiar with Lotus. Not
wanting to interview the CEO, we obediently installed the new Notes server and trained 500 users, says pilot fish. Then it's time to train the CEO - who asks: Where are the other planner functions? Says fish, Then we realized that all the ceo really wanted was a Lotus Organizer on the
desktop. Cut it out! The boss's computer doesn't work, says a crazy it fish pilot receptionist. Every time he tries to do something, he tells him in your voice. A surprised fish checks it out, and certainly, it's his voice. Then I remembered: When I set it up, I recorded a message: Hey, cut it out!,
and set it up as an alarm for critical errors, Fish says. My boss managed to break the computer to such an extent that everything he did was a critical mistake. Eh? This army hospital commander likes voice recognition software to dictate notes, so he assigns three IT staff to make it work.
One came from an Indian subcontinent, one from the Far East, and one, although born in the US, had a strong regional accent, reports a fish pilot. They took turns reading the training paragraphs for the system. For some reason, it never seemed to work well. A lost user in time calls the
support pilot to ask if something is wrong with the mail server. My emails are coming with a date next week, says fish. It's March 31, isn't it? No, says the fish, it's April 7. Complaining about the fish, Then she realized that she forgot to change her calendar. Feed the shark! Send your true
story about IT life to sharky@computerworld.com. Hook a snazzy Shark shirt if you use it. And check your daily feed, browse Sharkives and sign up for Shark Tank home delivery in computerworld.com/sharky. Copyright © 2003 IDG Communications, Inc. There is no win. Self-service is not
our thing. When it comes to pilot fish, very few shock them. This was not the biggest decision ever made. that it was unclear in this concept. But you did a demo of it that way. This is a whole new category of computer abuse. Legal mind at work. No No No the act remains unpunished. Brute
force is rarely a good idea in computer science. He always gets up on the wrong side of the bed. I don't think you really understand my question. But that's a good lesson in humility. I think I perfectly met all the requirements. Logic will take you only so far, my dear Watson. It's a whole new
world here. The speed is so relative. Perhaps he told us that a week ago. Simple math stumps computer system. They always say if you want the work to be done well ... Load more Have you ever wanted your Shark Tank episodes to come from more real sharks? (No? Just me?) Well,
anyway, you're lucky because the so-called Shark Tank Sharks have teamed up with Shark Week to talk about how to save real sharks. In the special, which airs on Discovery, July 25 at 9 p.m ABC stars splash out on the reality of what's happening to one of the best predators in the world.
The special - which features Mark Cuban, Daymond John, Barbara Corcoran, Kevin O'Leary and Robert Herjavec - will educate and entertain viewers when it gives each judge a disaster course in shark conversation projects. Instead of investing their money to bring the product to life, each
of them must argue why their own ocean cause should win a $50,000 donation. The episode's synopsis shows that the special will address such important topics as shark fin cutting off, plastic pollution and how to better protect these ocean creatures. Entertainment Weekly reported that
habitat destruction, overfishing and by-catch will also be included. There will also seemingly be a chance for Kevin O'Leary to dive with sharks, and he will be wearing foam with a suit printed on it. You know, just in case you forget he's a businessman. Some of these shark conservation
topics may seem boring on the surface, but public knowledge in these areas is crucial to the survival of these animals. Shark populations have declined by as much as 90 percent since the 1950s, according to CNN. Shark expert George Burgess told Bustle in 2017 that 30-100 million sharks
die each year as a result of human activity. This also applies to people killed in accidental strandings of fishing line, illegal collection of fins due to plastic pollution in our seas and others. Sharks, as apex predators, play a valuable role in the ecosystem of our ocean. The waters need these
creatures to help maintain a healthy sea, and we need oceans to keep our planet healthy. Shark Week has not always focused on education, but has stepped up its efforts in recent years. This is a perfect example of how to make attractive television, as well as educating the audience.
People love Shark Tank stars and let's that these sharks can encourage people to love and care for sharks. While only one charity will win a $50,000 prize, all organisations win because they will have their eyes on their work for an hour on Wednesday Wednesday It is a kind of raising
awareness that these organizations need to continue to do the important conservation work they do. Shark Tank ratings show that the show could attract 3-5 million viewers per episode, and 35 million people watched Shark Week in 2017. Having a lot of eyes focused on these efforts to
protect sharks is crucial. So, no matter which charity wins the money on Wednesday night, the real winners are sharks - and that's really all you can ask for during the week dedicated to them. The fish pilot's support gets a call from a purchasing manager who says he's trying to invoice the
purchase order and the ERP program won't let him continue. The error message says that the invoice is at $12,050, and that doesn't match the total line on the OP, which is $12,040, says the fish. I ask him which character is correct, and he replies that he does not know. I remind him that
he is a purchasing manager. He says, I think I'll have to add items to the PPO while I talk to him, telling me $12,040 is correct. When it makes changes, the invoice process ends and the program accepts it. Clicky, Clicky One of the tasks of this pilot fish is to unlock websites that the filtering
software inerror categorizes, and when a user asks him to open a specific URL, the fish does it. Then I test it to make sure it works, says Fish. But I can't get to that. Instead, I get a Web page that says the domain is owned anyway - there's no real Web site. I ask the user where they got
this URL. His answer: It keeps pops up when I go to websites, so I decided to click on it. This is in Furlongs Per Fortnight This company rotates managers every 18 months, so sometimes new IT managers come without an IT background – or concept. During a weekly departmental meeting,
one of the server administrators began discussing the power available to the server room, says a fish pilot on the scene. We are at maximum capacity and we need to decommission one server to deploy another. When he mentioned that he had decommissioned three servers, the IT
manager asked how much energy would be available. He tries to come up with an explanation that the IT manager actually understood, gave up, held his hands about two feet apart and said, About this a lot. Unfortunately, the IT manager treated this as an important unit of measure and
moved on. Someone? Someone? The fish pilot is doing a custom software deployment, and he has strict orders to have some user workstations running before the end of the week to test the application. So install the app and then send an email to the manager to test it, says fish. I'm
getting an out-of-office message back saying i'm at a corporate IT conference all over and contact Wally if I need something before the weekend. Since i start full implementation next week and need something before the weekend, I dutifully forward the original original to Wally -- and get an
out-of-office response that starts: I'm at a corporate IT conference all week. ...' Sharky has been in the office all week, so send me your true story about IT life in sharky@computerworld.com. If I use it, you'll automatically get a stylish Shark shirt. You can also add comments using the form at
the bottom of this page. See more Shark Tank stories in Sharkives. Join Shark Bait Now you can post your own stories about IT ridicule. Join Shark Bait today and unleash your frustrations it out to people who've been there. Go to shark bait homepage or post story now Copyright © 2007
IDG Communications, Inc. Remote server goes down hard, and overheating seems to be the cause, reports the pilot fish on stage. Thus, the technology is sent to the remote site to replace the server fan. On site, tech finds a server in the middle of the room that is being renovated, says
Fish. It is covered with plastic adhesive tape around the bottom. Needless to say, the server is now equivalent to paper weight. Who wrapped it that way? Why? the official asks. We did this to protect your equipment, says the official, and make sure you didn't get dust from the structure.
Secret User Holes is a fish pilot support, asking if the fish knows the secret of how to make a copy of the machine work. He put the paper in the top tray, but couldn't figure out which button to press, the fish says. I politely pointed out that it was a laser printer and directed it to a real copy
machine. It's all in the hips it's the 1970s, and the mainframe computers of this Air Force base get hard drives with new technology: instead of one head on the track, one head that moves all over the drive. But because the plates were so large when the drive became shredded, the units
shake like an unbalanced washing machine, says the fish pilot who was there. Disk defragmentation - this seller called it crushing at the time - is a cure, but how do you know when it starts to need it? They sent us hula dolls on the dashboard of cars that would be placed on every drive, fish
says. When the hips of the doll began to shake, it was time for squash. Sounds ridiculous and cheap, but it worked! So, it certainly could be in the early days of computers, this pilot fish supporting the university's computer lab often needs to help users who have damaged their floppy disks.
One student comes in time after time with disks that seem to be completely removed, so the fish asks how she handles floppy disks. I only wear them between here and work, he says. I help in the MRI laboratory in the hospital. Do you think this could be it? Aww, what would they use it for?
This local utility company installs a virtual private network to allow execs, managers, and after-hours on-call employees to connect to company from home, says IT fish pilot support. But if they forget their an IT support person needs to go to the office to reset it, fish says. IT support staff
cannot use a VPN. Go figure! I FIGURE I NEED YOUR STORY. Send me your true story about IT life in sharky@computerworld.com. You snag a snazzy Shark shirt if i use it. And check your daily feed, browse Sharkives and sign up for Shark Tank home delivery in
computerworld.com/sharky. Copyright © 2004 IDG Communications, Inc. Inc.
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